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Hybrid reflection–transmission surface light-scattering
instrument with reduced sensitivity to surface sloshing

William V. Meyer, James A. Lock, H. Michael Cheung, Thomas W. Taylor, Padetha Tin,
and J. Adin Mann, Jr.

A hybrid reflection–transmission surface light-scattering instrumental design is presented, examined
theoretically, and tested experimentally. The purpose of the design is to reduce the sensitivity of the
instrument to vibration in general and surface sloshing in particular while sacrificing little performance.
Traditional optical arrangements and two new optical configurations with varying trade-offs between
slosh resistance and instrumental simplicity and accuracy are examined by use of Fourier optics methods.
The most promising design was constructed and tested with acetone, ethanol, and water as subject fluids.
The test involved backcalculation of the wave number of the capillary wave examined with the known
physical parameters for the test fluids. The agreement of the computed wave number was 61.4%.
© 1997 Optical Society of America
1. Introduction

When a liquid of refractive index n in a large open
dish is isolated from all external vibrations, the sur-
face of the liquid appears static to the unaided eye.
But random thermal motions of molecules near the
liquid surface continually provide small-amplitude
pressure fluctuations that generate capillary waves
that then propagate along the liquid surface and
gradually dissipate.1 Surface capillary waves may
also be generated either mechanically or by the ap-
plication of oscillating electric-field gradients across
the liquid surface. In each case the behavior of the
capillary waves is described by the same fluid me-
chanical theory. The statistical properties of sur-
face capillary waves can be nonintrusively measured
by the scattering of laser light from the liquid surface.
The frequency of the scattered light is Doppler shifted
slightly because of the capillary-wave motion.
When the scattered electric field is combined at a
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detector with a reference beam that has the original
laser frequency, the time variation of the recorded
intensity may be processed by means of autocorrela-
tion function techniques to obtain information about
the response of the liquid surface to small fluctua-
tions.

Previous surface light-scattering experiments have
employed a large variety of scattering geometries and
types of instrumentation.2–12 But they have all
shared a common concern, namely, when the liquid
surface as a whole sloshes in response to external
low-frequency vibrations caused by passing traffic or
people walking in the laboratory, the scattered light
beam deflects back and forth past the detector face.
As a result, careful precautions are taken to ensure
that the open dish containing the liquid is isolated to
a high degree from external vibrations. Progress
has also been made in designing surface light-
scattering systems that are tolerant to sloshing. In
traditional reflection experiments, when the surface
of the liquid tilts by an angle f, the reflected beam
deflects by 2f and may easily leave the detector face.
But in transmission experiments,10 the beam deflects
by only ~n 2 1!f, which for water is only 1y6 of the
deflection encountered in reflection systems.

In this paper we both theoretically analyze and
experimentally test a new surface light-scattering
instrument that also has decreased sensitivity to
surface sloshing. We employ a hybrid reflection-
transmission system in which a spatially filtered
and expanded incident laser beam is transmitted
through the liquid, reflected by a spherical mirror
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below the transparent liquid-containing dish, and is
transmitted back through the liquid a second time.
This system is based on the idea of using the spher-
ical mirror as a retroreflector and is called a cat’s
eye system.13 But in order to obtain an easily ana-
lyzable homodyne signal, the retroreflecting prop-
erties of the spherical mirror must be compromised
somewhat. As a result, when the liquid surface
tilts by an angle f for our placement of the mirror,
the final scattered beam deflects by approximately
~n 2 1! f, which is comparable with the deflection
for the single-pass transmission geometry of Ref.
10.

The body of this paper proceeds as follows. We
theoretically analyze the laser beam propagation and
surface scattering by using Fourier optics.14 The ap-
plication of Fourier optics methods to surface light
scattering was pioneered by Lading et al.,9 who con-
sidered a generalization of the system shown in Fig.
1 wherein spatial filters could be inserted at the var-
ious focal planes to tailor the beam reaching the de-
tector in several ways, including the selection of the
homodyne signal or the heterodyne signal. In Sec-
tion 2 we supply the details omitted in the general
procedure outlined in Ref. 9 for the traditional reflec-
tion geometry. Then in Section 3 we analyze the
hybrid reflection-transmission geometry. In Section
4 we describe our experimental setup and demon-
strate its reduced sensitivity to surface sloshing. Fi-
nally, in Section 5 we discuss our results. In
Appendix A we derive two significant corrections to

Fig. 1. ~a! Gaussian laser beam b is transmitted through a phase
grating g, reflects off of a liquid surface s, and is focused by collec-
tion lens L0 onto the detector plane o. The distances between the
grating and the surface and between the surface and lens L0 are di

and do, respectively. ~b! The Gaussian laser beam is imaged onto
the liquid surface by lenses L1 and L2.
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the results of Section 2 that previous treatments have
not considered.

2. Fourier Optics Analysis of the Traditional Surface
Light-Scattering Geometry

In this section we consider the traditional reflection
geometries of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. In each case a
monochromatic filtered and expanded Gaussian laser
beam ~b! is transmitted through a phase grating ~g!
and approaches the liquid surface ~s! with the angle
of incidence ~a!. In Fig. 1~a! the light transmitted
through the grating reflects from the surface. In
Fig. 1~b! the grating transmissivity is imaged onto
the surface by lenses L1 and L2. In each case the
light reflected from the surface is collected by a large-
aperture spherical lens ~L0! and is focused onto the
detector plane ~o!.

The optical properties of the beam, phase grating,
liquid surface, and collection lens are as follows. A
Gaussian beam propagates along the zi axis. Its
electric field at the entrance plane of the phase grat-
ing is

E~ri! 5 Einc exp~2ri
2ywg

2!exp~iQgri
2!, (1)

where

ri 5 xiûx
i 1 yiûy

i, (2)

Einc is the incident electric-field strength, wg is the
electric-field 1ye half-width of the beam at the grat-
ing, and Qg describes the curvature of the spherical
wave fronts there. The electric-field transmissivity
of the phase grating is

T~ri! 5 exp~ie cos K z ri! < 1 1
ie
2

exp~iK z ri!

1
ie
2

exp~2iK z ri!, (3)

where e is the grating’s diffractive power ~e ' 0.1 is
usually desired!. The grating is oriented so that its
rulings make an angle h with the xi axis, and the
grating wave vector K is related to the ruling spacing
l on the grating by

K 5
2p

l
~cos hûx

i 1 sin hûy
i!. (4)

The transmitted electric field at the grating’s exit
plane is E~ri!T~ri! and consists of the incident Gauss-
ian beam modulated by the three spatial frequencies
of the grating. As it propagates beyond the grating
toward the liquid surface, the transmitted beam rap-
idly evolves into a central undiffracted Gaussian
beam and two-grating first-order diffracted Gaussian
beams.

These beams are then incident upon a reflecting
surface whose shape is zs ~xs, ys!. The surface ~s!,
incoming ~i!, and outgoing ~o! coordinate systems in



Fig. 2 have a common origin and are rotated with
respect to each other by means of

xi 5 2xs cos a 2 zs sin a,

yi 5 ys,

zi 5 xs sin a 2 zs cos a; (5)

xo 5 xs cos a 2 zs sin a,

yo 5 ys,

zo 5 xs sin a 1 zs cos a; (6)

By examining the time delay of the light from its
incidence upon the surface to its arrival at the point
xo, yo, zo on the detector plane, we obtain

E~xo, yo, zo, t! 5
2ikEinc cos a

2pzo
exp~ikzo 2 ivt!

3 * dxsdysFsurface~xi, yi, zi!

3 exp~22ikzs cos a!

3 exp@ik~xo 2 xs cos a

1 zs sin a!2y2zo#

3 exp@ik~yo 2 ys!
2y2zo#, (7)

where Fsurface is the incident-beam profile evaluated
on the reflecting surface. If the surface everywhere
has a small slope and a is not near grazing incidence,
Eq. ~7! may be simplified to

E~xo, yo, zo, t! 5
2ikEinc cos a

2pzo
exp~ikzo 2 ivt!

3 * dxsdysFsurface ~xi, yi, zi!

3 exp~22ikzs cos a!

3 exp@ik(xo 2 xs cos a!2y2zo#

3 exp@ik~yo 2 ys!
2y2zo#. (8)

Fig. 2. Beam b specularly reflects at an angle a from the flat
surface s. The coordinates ~xi, yi, zi! describe the incoming beam,
and the coordinates ~xo, yo, zo! describe the outgoing beam.
If u2kzs cos au ,, 1 ~for surface light scattering from
thermally induced capillary waves, for example, one
usually has u2kzs cos au & 1022!, Eq. ~8! becomes
approximately

E~xo, yo, zo, t! 5
2ikEinc cos a

2pzo
exp~ikzo 2 ivt!

3 * dxsdysFsurface ~xi, yi, zi!

3 ~1 2 2ikzs cos a!

3 exp@ik(xo 2 xs cos a!2y2zo#

3 exp@ik~yo 2 ys!
2y2zo#. (9)

As a specific example, we consider light scattered
by a surface capillary wave of amplitude A0, wave-
length L, angular frequency V, and wave vector

p 5
2p

L
~cos jûx

s 1 sin jûy
s!, (10)

whose crests make an angle j with the xs axis of Fig.
2. The liquid surface profile of the capillary wave is

zs~rs, t! 5 A0 exp~2Gt!cos~p z rs 2 Vt 1 d!

5
1
2

A0 exp~2Gt 1 id!exp~ip z rs 2 iVt!

1
1
2

A0 exp~2Gt 2 id!exp~2ip z rs 1 iVt!,

(11)

where G describes the slow damping of the wave.
When Eq. ~11! is substituted into Eq. ~9!, the first
term of the Taylor series expansion of the exp~22ikzs
cos a! factor is physically interpreted as reflection of
the incident beam by an effective flat mirror, and the
second term is interpreted as modulation of the inci-
dent beam by the two capillary-wave spatial frequen-
cies 6p. The modulation of the beam at the liquid
surface by a small-amplitude capillary wave is iden-
tical to the modulation of the beam at the phase
grating by the grating spatial frequencies 6K.

Last, the light scattered by the liquid surface freely
propagates a distance d0 to a large-aperture collec-
tion lens L0 of focal length f0 and is then focused onto
the xoyo output detector plane.

For the geometry of Fig. 1~a!, because the electric field
of the beam at the exit plane of the phase grating is E~ri!
T ~ri!, reflection by the effective flat-mirror term of Eq. ~9!
and then focusing by the collection lens L0 produces the
Fourier transform of E ~ri! T ~ri! at the detector plane,
which is a convolution of the Fourier transform of the
incident Gaussian beam with the Fourier transform d
functions of the three spatial frequencies of T~ri!. This
results in a set of three spots on the detector plane, each
having a Gaussian amplitude profile. The central spot
is produced by the specularly reflected beam, and the
spots to either side of it are produced by the phase-
grating first-order diffracted beams. In addition, the
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central beam is modulated at the liquid surface by the
two capillary-wave spatial frequencies of Eq. ~11! and is
also focused onto the detector plane by the collection lens.
The Fourier transform of this modulated beam is again
the Fourier transform of the central Gaussian beam con-
volved with the Fourier-transform d functions of the
capillary-wave spatial frequencies. This produces two
additional spots on the detector plane, each having a
Gaussian amplitude profile and representing scattering
of the incident laser beam by the surface capillary wave.
Scattering of the phase-grating first-order diffracted
beams by the capillary wave is much weaker and is ig-
nored for the remainder of this paper.

The electric field at the detector plane is then

Edet~xo, yo, t! 5 exp$ikro
2@1 2 ~di 1 do!yf0#y2f0%Einc

3 Hexp~2ro
2ywo

2 1 iQoro
2 2 ivt!

1
ie
2

expF2uro 2 f0lĥ*ylu2

3 S 1
wo

2 2 iQoD 2 ivtG 1
ie
2

3 expF2uro 1 f0lĥ*ylu2

3 S 1
wo

2 2 iQoD 2 ivtG 2 ikA0

3 exp~2Gt 1 id!expF2uro 2 f0l ẑyLu2

3 S 1
wo

2 2 iQoD 2 i~v 1 V!tG 2 ikA0

3 exp~2Gt 2 id!expF2uro 1 f0l ẑyLu2

3 S 1
wo

2 2 iQoD 2 i~v 2 V!tGJ, (12)

where

ĥ* 5 cos h ûx 2 sin h ûy,

ẑ 5 Scos j

cos a
ûx 1 sin j ûyD Scos2 j

cos2 a
1 sin2 jD21y2

, (13)

~the asterisk denotes that the y coordinate is reversed
after reflection from the surface!, and where wo and
Qo are given by

wo 5
2f0

kwi
~1 1 Qi

2wi
4!1y2, (14)

Qo 5 2Qi Swi

wo
D2

, (15)

respectively. The first term in Eq. ~12! is the specu-
larly reflected laser beam spot that has the angular
frequency v. The second and the third terms are the
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phase-grating first-order diffraction spots, which also
have frequency v, that act as reference beams for the
heterodyne mixing. The fourth and the fifth terms
are the capillary-wave scattered spots whose fre-
quency is Doppler shifted to v 6 V by the motion of
the capillary wave. The phase-grating first-order
diffraction spots and the capillary-wave scattered
spots completely spatially overlap at the detector if
the propagation direction and the wavelength of the
capillary wave satisfy5

tan j 5
2 tan h

cos a
, (16)

L 5 l~cos2 h cos2 a 1 sin2 h!21y2. (17)

In actuality, however, a whole spectrum of capil-
lary waves is continually being thermally created on
the liquid surface. Thus a cone of scattered light
corresponding to capillary waves with different wave-
lengths and propagation directions surrounds the
specularly reflected central beam. In this case a
phase-grating first-order diffraction spot partially
overlaps many different capillary-wave scattered
spots, producing instrumental broadening. A detec-
tor placed at the overlapping spots records the time-
varying intensity integrated over the detector face:

I~t! 5 *
det

d2r0 Edet*~r0, t!Edet~r0, t!. (18)

The viscoelastic properties of the surface are obtained
by analysis of the intensity autocorrelation function,

R~t! 5 *
2`

`

dt I~t 1 t!I~t!, (19)

which is theoretically modeled by the ensemble aver-
age of the integrand ^I~t!I~0!&. This analysis and
corrections for instrumental broadening are treated
extensively in the literature.2,5,7,9

The optical analysis of the surface light scattering
geometry of Fig. 1~b! proceeds identically. Lenses
L1 and L2 image the phase-grating exit-plane electric
field onto the entrance plane of the liquid surface.
The electric field at the exit plane of the liquid sur-
face, modulated by the capillary-wave spatial fre-
quencies, is then

Esurface~rs, t! 5 exp~2ri
2f1

2ywg
2f2

2 1 iQgf1
2ri

2yf2
2!Einc

3 F1 1
ie
2

exp~iK z f1riyf2!

1
ie
2

exp~2iK z f1riyf2!G
3 exp~2ivt! 3 @1 2 ikA0

3 exp~2Gt 1 id!exp~ip z rs 2 iVt!

2 ikA0 exp~2Gt 2 id!

3 exp~2ip z rs 1 iVt!#, (20)



where the relation between ri and rs at the surface is
given by Eq. ~5!. With second-order terms ne-
glected, this electric field again consists of five spatial
frequencies, namely the dc spatial frequency of the
specularly reflected beam, the magnified spatial fre-
quencies 6f1Kyf2 of the phase grating, and the spa-
tial frequencies 6p of the capillary wave, each
modulating the Gaussian amplitude profile of the
magnified laser beam. Accordingly, when focused
onto the detector plane, the Fourier transform of Eq.
~20! is again given by Eq. ~12!, but with a different
overall phase factor. The electric-field 1ye half-
width of each of the Gaussian spots on the detector
plane is

wo 5
2f0f1

kwgf2
H1 1 wg

4FQg 1
k

2f1
2 ~ f1 1 f2 2 di!G2J1y2

,

(21)

and the wave-front curvature is described by

Qo 5 2FQg 1
k

2f1
2 ~ f1 1 f2 2 di!

2G Swg

wo
D2

. (22)

In the analysis of this section, the slow evolution of
the transverse beam profile F as a function of zi along
the liquid surface was ignored. In this case the ef-
fective flat-mirror term of Eq. ~9! served only to fold
the optical path. The distortion introduced into the
profile of the reflected beam caused by the weak zi
dependence of F along the liquid surface is examined
in Appendix A.

3. Optical Analysis of the Hybrid
Reflection-Transmission Surface
Light-Scattering Geometry

A hybrid reflection-transmission instrument for sur-
face light scattering that completely compensates for
surface sloshing is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The incident
laser beam propagates along the symmetry axis of
spherical mirror M1 of radius R. A transparent dish
is filled with the liquid to be studied to a depth D ,,
R and is centered over the mirror. The liquid sur-
face is the height R above the mirror and the beam is
normally incident upon the liquid. The electric field
at the exit plane of the grating is imaged onto the
liquid surface by the two lenses L1 and L2. Light is
transmitted through the liquid ~i.e., the first pass!,
reflects off the spherical mirror, and retraces its orig-
inal path through the liquid ~i.e., the second pass!.
The beam plus scattered light is then reflected by
half-silvered mirror M2 and is focused onto the de-
tector plane by collection lens L0. Light is scattered
by the surface capillary waves in this geometry three
times, reflection scattering at the first pass, trans-
mission scattering at the first pass, and transmission
scattering at the second pass. If the liquid surface
sloshes, as in Fig. 3~b!, the first-pass reflection scat-
tered light is strongly deflected. But the light trans-
mitted at the first pass is reflected by the spherical
mirror, retraces its original path through the liquid,
and is focused to the same place on the detector plane
as before.

This geometry, however, has the following draw-
back. Because the focal length of the spherical mir-
ror is

f3 5 Ry2, (23)

the electric field at the exit plane of the first-pass
liquid surface, which is modulated by the spatial fre-
quencies of the surface capillary waves, is imaged
with negative unit magnification onto the entrance
plane of the second-pass surface. Thus each capil-
lary wave appears twice at the second-pass surface;

Fig. 3. ~a! Hybrid reflection-transmission surface light-scattering
design that completely compensates for surface sloshing. Gauss-
ian beam b is transmitted through phase grating g and is imaged
onto the liquid surface by lenses L1 and L2. The transmitted
beam is reflected by spherical mirror M1 of radius R, passes
through the liquid a second time, is reflected by the half-silvered
mirror M2 and is focused onto the detector plane o by lens L0.
The depth of the liquid is D ,, R. ~b! When the liquid sloshes, the
transmitted beam is deflected but retraces its original path after
being reflected by M1 because the liquid surface is the distance R
above the spherical mirror.
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the wave itself propagates in the j direction and its
image propagates in the 2j direction. As a result,
the two spatially overlapping sets of capillary-wave
scattered spots on the detector plane coherently in-
terfere, and the two Doppler-shifted frequencies v 6
V at each coherent overlap spot produce a compli-
cated heterodyne signal when superposed with a
phase-grating first-order diffraction spot.

A variant of this geometry that spatially separates
the first-pass and the second-pass capillary-wave
scattered spots on the detector plane is shown in Fig.
4. Lens L1 focuses the phase-grating exit-plane
electric field onto the first-pass liquid surface. Be-
cause the liquid surface is now the distance Ry2
above the spherical mirror, the combination of spher-
ical mirror M1 plus final collection lens L0 images the
exit plane of the first-pass surface onto the detector
plane. The central specularly reflected Gaussian
profile spot on the detector plane is modulated by the
first-pass capillary-wave spatial frequencies. The
second-pass capillary-wave spatial frequencies are
Fourier transformed onto the detector plane by col-
lection lens L0 and are thus spatially separated from
the specularly reflected spot. The second-pass spots
may then be made to overlap the spots produced by
the phase-grating first-order diffracted beams that
were focused onto the first-pass liquid surface and
then imaged from there onto the detector plane.
The modulation of the phase-grating spots by the
first-pass capillary waves is a small effect and is ig-
nored here. The incoming laser beam is purposely
offset a distance D ,, R from the spherical-mirror
symmetry axis so as to steer the second-pass trans-
mitted central beam and its surrounding cone of
capillary-wave scattered light away from the first-
pass reflected central beam and its surrounding cone

Fig. 4. Gaussian beam b is offset a distance D from the axis of
spherical mirror M1. The beam is transmitted through phase
grating g and is focused onto the liquid surface by lens L1. The
transmitted beam is reflected by spherical mirror M1 of radius R,
passes through the liquid a second time, and is focused onto de-
tector plane o by lens L0. The depth of the liquid is D ,, R, and
the distance between the liquid surface and the spherical mirror is
Ry2.
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of capillary-wave scattered light. Experimentally,
offsetting the incident beam in the plane of the grat-
ing beams or in the plane perpendicular to the grat-
ing beams gave identical results.

For the geometry of Fig. 4, the grating spots are
located at

ro 5
2f1f0l

Rl
ĥ*, (24)

the second-pass scattered spots are located at

ro 5
lf0

L
ĵ@1 1 O~D2yR2!#, (25)

ĵ 5 ẑ at normal incidence, and the Gaussian ampli-
tude profile of each of the spots has the electric-field
1ye half-width

wo 5
2f1f0l

pRwg
. (26)

The correction to Eq. ~25! due to the incident beam’s
being off axis in Fig. 4 is of the order of D2yR2 and is
ignored here. Perfect spatial overlap of the second-
pass scattered spots and the phase-grating first-order
diffraction spots occurs when the propagation direc-
tion and the amplitude of the capillary wave satisfy

j 5 2h

L 5
lR
2f1

. (27)

Last, we consider the surface of the liquid as a
whole tilting by the small angle f because of sloshing
in response to low-frequency external vibrations.
Carrying out a ray-tracing calculation of the central
transmitted beam and the phase-grating diffracted
beams, we find that, to first order, they deflect
through the angle

fdeflected 5 2~n 2 1!fFA
R

1
~n 2 1!D

nR G , (28)

where A is the equilibrium distance between the cen-
ter of curvature of spherical mirror M1 and the liquid
surface and D is the equilibrium depth of the liquid in
the transparent dish. In order to image the exit
plane of the first-pass liquid surface onto the detector
plane, we require that

B 1 nD 5 ~Ry2!, (29)

where B is the distance between the bottom of the
dish and the spherical mirror surface and

A 1 B 1 D 5 R. (30)

Combining Eqs. ~28!–~30!, we obtain

fdeflected 5 ~n 2 1!fF1 1
2~n2 2 1!D

nR G , (31)



Fig. 5. Optical arrangement for the trans-
mission configuration used to produce the
data in Table 1. fl, focal length.
which for D ,, R is comparable with the decreased
sensitivity to surface sloshing encountered in the
single-pass transmission geometry of Ref. 10. As
the surface sloshes, the leading corrections to Eq. ~25!
for the positions of second-pass scattered spots on the
detector plane are of the order of ~DyR! f and f2 and
are ignored here.

4. Experiment

The experimental arrangement depicted in Fig. 4 was
implemented as shown in Fig. 5. A PTI 670-nm-
wavelength laser diode module was used as the
source of illumination. A custom-made phase grat-
ing was designed with K 5 240 cm21 and a 500:1
contrast ratio and was optimized to produce predom-
inantly zero- and first-order diffraction spots.
Spindler–Hoyer Microbench components were used
to assemble the instrument on a Newport Research
optical table. The various distances along the opti-
cal path given in Fig. 5 were known to within a few
millimeters. A diode detector with a 1-mm2 active
area was positioned to receive an entire first-order
diffraction grating beam in the detector plane. The
grating beam provided the reference beam for hetero-
dyne mixing with the surface scattered light and was
sufficiently intense to drive the detector well above
the noise level without saturating the detector cir-
cuit. A preamplifier was attached directly to the
photodiode, and the output was ac coupled to a low-
noise bandpass amplifier. The high-pass roll-off was
set to ;1–2 kHz and the low pass was set to 100 kHz
or higher. The instrument was comparatively in-
sensitive to environmental noise. It is the practice
in the field to isolate the cell carefully from both
building vibrations that couple through the table and
acoustic noise. But with this configuration, one
could tap the tabletop and observe only a minor
amount of beam jitter on the face of the photodetec-
tor.

The conditioned signal was analyzed by a
Brookhaven Instruments BI-8050 autocorrelator
with analog input. The output files were fit by use of
a model autocorrelation function of the form

R~t! 5 A0 exp~2Gt!cos~Vt! 1 C (32)

and were used to compute the surface tension by use
of the dispersion equation of Refs. 5 and 15, which for
pure liquids is equivalent to the Levich equation1

when the small contribution from the vapor phase is
ignored. Our dispersion equation included the
vapor-phase contribution.

Data were collected on acetone, ethanol, and water.
The acetone and ethanol were of spectroscopic grade,
and the water was double distilled and passed the
shake test for residual surfactant. A representative
autocorrelation function for acetone is shown in Fig.
6. The Fourier transform of a representative auto-
correlation function for ethanol is shown in Fig. 7.
The water data were of the same quality. The bot-
tom curve in each of these figures is a plot of the
residuals for each fit with Eq. ~32! or its Fourier

Fig. 6. Typical correlogram for acetone at room temperature
~;22 °C!. The optical table was not elevated so that mechanical
vibration was allowed to couple to the cell that in this case was
open at the top and had an optical-quality bottom window. The
residuals show more structure than is usual.
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Table 1. Comparison of Backcomputed Wave-Vector Values for Acetone, Ethanol, and Watera

Acetone Ethanol Water

Frequency
~kHz!

q-calc
~1ycm!

Frequency
~kHz!

q-calc
~1ycm!

Frequency
(kHz)

q-calc
(1/cm)

9.752 504.3 9.233 488.5 15.04 498.3
9.734 503.7 9.228 488.3 15.05 498.5
9.748 504.2 9.218 488.0 15.05 498.5

Averages 9.745 504.0 9.226 488.3 15.05 498.4

aOverall average 496.9, overall standard deviation 6.9.
transform. In each case the center capillary-wave
frequency V and the damping time G were estimated
to a precision of 10 kHz or better by use of a weighted,
nonlinear, least-squares-fitting procedure. The es-
timate of the cross correlation of the parameters was
nearly zero. The residuals showed some structure
that comes in part from the instrument response
function that was not included in these fits. Rather,
the procedure of Ref. 5 was used to correct V and G.
The correction turned out to be small for V but was
substantial for G. The results for acetone, ethanol,
and water were used with the known values for the
surface tension and density to backcalculate the
value of the wave number of the surface capillary
wave that was measured by the system. The results
of the calculation are shown in Table 1; the obtained
wave numbers are consistent to within 61.4%, and
the variability of the results for a given fluid corre-
sponds to an error in the inferred surface tension of
64%. When a traditional reflection system that is
well isolated from external vibrations is used, the
surface tension may be obtained to within a few
tenths of a percent. These preliminary data provide
evidence that the apparatus was working properly
and supports our conclusion that the instrument is
capable of accurately determining the surface light-
scattering autocorrelation function. The next step
in the development in the instrument is to optimize
the experimental parameters and perform a more

Fig. 7. Fourier transform of a typical correlogram obtained for
ethanol under the same conditions as Fig. 6. The residual of the
nonlinear least-squares fit to the spectrum of Eq. ~32! is shown.
The few data points below 2 kHz showed the distortion due to the
high-pass filter and were excluded from the fit.
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careful data analysis that includes the instrument
function.

A reflection cat’s eye instrument was also con-
structed in which the optical axis of the input beam
was tilted off normal and the spherical mirror was
placed to catch the reflected beam. Gallium was
used as the reflecting liquid just above its melting
point ~29.78 °C!. Without the spherical mirror, the
system was prone to slosh because of building vibra-
tions and acoustical noise. We demonstrated that a
clean correlogram could be obtained with the cat’s eye
reflection system even under such conditions. De-
tailed results will be presented elsewhere.

5. Discussion

The theory developed here is in the spirit of Ref. 9 but
has been done in greater detail and has been applied
to a new optical arrangement. We have shown de-
tails of the propagation of a Gaussian beam with
spherical phase fronts for the reflection system of the
original design of Hard et al.,2 the reflection imaging
system of Ref. 9, and the transmission cat’s eye ge-
ometry. We show how the intensity is distributed in
the detector plane as a result of the superposition of
the diffracted field from the phase grating placed
before the surface and the field scattered by the liquid
surface covered by a spectrum of capillary waves.

The liquid surface profile is generated by abrupt,
random pressure fluctuations coupled to the surface,
forming a random field of capillary waves that dis-
tribute over wavelengths from nanometers to milli-
meters. Scattered beams within only a narrow
range of wave numbers that spatially overlap the
reference beam, however, contribute to the intensity
fluctuations recorded by the photodetector. Natu-
rally the wave-number filter provided by the optical
system is not perfect because the beams are Gauss-
ian, so that spots on the detector surface are not
infinitesmally small and thus partial overlapping of
the grating spots with the scattered spots occurs.
This imperfection must be taken into account in a
complete analysis and, indeed, the exact correction
formulas are known,5,9 assuming that the paraxial
approximation required for the validity of Fourier
optics is satisfied.

The cat’s eye optical system with such a refined
data-analysis capability will provide a compact in-
strument, relatively insensitive to environmental
noise, that will yield detailed information about in-



terfacial dynamics beyond the determination of
merely the interfacial tension. The transmission
system examined here is intrinsically able to handle
low levels of slosh, while the traditional reflection
system is sensitive to low-frequency ripples pumped
up by any environmental noise. Our experience is
that, once aligned, the cat’s eye instrument can be
used on a common laboratory bench by technicians
with minimal training in light-scattering spectros-
copy.

Appendix A

If a beam is incident upon a flat mirror and the evolution
of its transverse profile along the mirror surface is ig-
nored, reflection by the flat mirror does not distort the
beam profile. It serves only to fold the optical path. In
this appendix we calculate the distortion produced by
reflection from a flat surface in the path of a Gaussian
beam that has been previously modulated by a phase
grating as in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. It is our belief that this
correction has not been examined previously.

The amplitude profile of the central beam and the
two first-order diffraction grating beams of Fig. 1~a!
in the vicinity of the flat reflecting surface is

F~xi, yi, zi! < exp~ikri
2y2di!HexpF2ri

2S 1
ws

2 1 iQsDG
1

ie
2

expF2Uri 2
di 1 zi

k
KU2 S 1
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2 1 iQsDG

1
ie
2

expF2Uri 1
di 1 zi

k
KU2

3 S 1
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2 1 iQsDGJ, (A1)
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is the electric-field 1ye half-width of each of the beams
and
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2k2wg

4

4di
2 SQg 1

k
2di

D2F1 1 SQg 1
k

2di
D2

wg
4G21

(A3)

describes the curvature of the wave fronts. The
weak dependence of ws and Qs on zi is ignored in
approximations ~A2! and ~A3! because the effect of zi
is much smaller than the dominant correction that
we now examine.

The flat reflecting surface cuts the three beams
obliquely, as is illustrated in Fig. 8, so that the sep-
aration between the central beam and one of the first
order diffraction grating beams at the reflecting sur-
face is larger than the separation between the central
beam and the other grating beam. When approxi-
mation ~A1! with zi 5 xs sin a is substituted into Eq.
~8! and then the focusing of the reflected beams onto
the detector plane by collection lens L0 is calculated,
the phase-grating diffraction spots on the detector
plane are centered at

xo < 6
f0l

l
cos h@1 6 ~lyl !tan a cos h#,

yo < 7
f0l

l
sin h, (A4)

rather than at the result of Eq. ~12!. The distor-
tion produced by the flat reflecting surface’s cutting
the three diverging beams obliquely causes the
grating to appear to have the periodicity l9, which is
given by

l9 5 l@1 7 ~lyl !tan a cos3 h 1 O~l2yl2!# (A5)

and the angle of orientation h9, which is given by

tan h9 5 2tan h@1 7 ~lyl !tan a cos h 1 O~l2yl2!#.

(A6)

Distortion does not occur if the grating rulings are
parallel to the xi axis. For l 5 0.5145 mm, l 5 40
mm, and a 5 45°, the largest change in the apparent
phase-grating periodicity is ~l9 2 l !yl 5 1.3%.

For the imaging geometry of Fig. 1~b! the phase
grating is in perfect focus on the flat reflecting surface
at xs 5 0 and is slightly misfocused at xs Þ 0, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. Because it is relatively easy to
calculate the consequences of misfocus for a single
spatial frequency q, we express the Gaussian modu-

Fig. 8. Beam b is transmitted through phase grating g and is
diagonally incident upon flat surface s. The two-phase-grating
first-order diffracted beams are denoted by g1. The distance on
the surface between the central beam and one of the diffracted
beams is larger than the distance between the central beam and
the other diffracted beam.
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lated beam profile in the vicinity of the flat reflecting
surface as the spectrum of spatial frequencies:

F~xiyizi! < * d2q exp~2iq2f1
2ziy2kf2

2!

3 FA0~q! 1
ie
2

A1~q!exp~2if1q z riyf2!

1
ie
2

A2 ~q!exp~if1q z riyf2!G, (A7)

where

A0~q! 5 exp@~2wg
2q2!y4~1 2 iQgwg

2!#,

A1~q! 5 exp@~2wg
2uq 2 Ku2!y4~1 2 iQgwg

2!#,

A2~q! 5 exp@~2wg
2uq 1 Ku2!y4~1 2 iQgwg

2!#. (A8)

Again, when Eqs. ~A8! with zi 5 xs sin a are substi-
tuted into Eq. ~8! and then the focusing of the re-
flected beam onto the detector plane by collection lens
L0 is calculated, the phase-grating first-order diffrac-
tion spots on the detector plane are centered at

xo 5 6f0Sf1l

f2l
D~cos h 2 f1l tan ay2f2l !,

yo 5 7f0Sf1l

f2l
Dsin h, (A9)

rather than at the result of Eq. ~12!. The distortion
produced by the image misfocus causes the grating to
appear to have the periodicity l9 given by

l9 5
f2l
f1

@1 6 f1l tan a cos hy2f2l 1 O~l2yl2!# (A10)

and the angle of orientation h9 given by

Fig. 9. Beam b is transmitted through phase grating g and is
imaged by lenses L1 and L2. The image is in perfect focus at the
location 0 on flat surface s ~solid line!. The image at locations 1
and 2 on the surface is slightly misfocused ~dotted-dashed lines!.
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tan h9 5
2sin h

cos h 2 f1l tan ay2f2l
. (A11)

Again no distortion occurs for h 5 90°. For f1 5 f2
and the parameters of the previous example, the larg-
est change in the apparent phase-grating periodicity
is ~l9 2 l !yl 5 0.6%. For a phase grating with K 5
500 cm21, this represents a 3-cm21 error, which is
considered to be large.

We thank Lars Lading for many conversations
about the instrumentation of surface light-scattering
spectroscopy. We also thank Code UG ~Micrograv-
ity Science and Application Division! at NASA Head-
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